specifically opted not to require the subject road. Unfortunately, they don’t provide anything
conclusive. The tape of the March 17, 1983 hearing indicates that the previous Board acted without
discussion to approve the preliminary plan with the conditions as recommended by staff. Likewise,
action was taken on August 15, 1985 to approve the plat as part of the consent agenda without any
discussion.
Staff did, however, uncover some additional information in the record of the adjacent subdivision,
Fraley’s Addition to Granby Woods, Preliminary Plan No. 119810610. The two subdivision applications
were received at the same time and initially reviewed at the same Subdivision Review Committee
meeting. They related to one another because they were both affected by planned arterial roads that
existed in the Upper Rock Creek master plan at that time (see Figure 1). The combination of those
planned arterials, designated A-2 and A-4, created a connection between Muncaster Road and Bowie
Mill Road through the three farms that existed (Hendry, Griffith, and Fraley).
Figure 1

These roads were removed from the master plan by amendment prior to approval of the two Granby
Woods subdivisions, but the approval of the Fraley’s Addition plan does indicate that the subject
neighborhood road was specifically required as an alternate road connection between the three farms.
At the hearing for Fraley’s Addition, the staff specifically pointed out to the Board that they were
recommending the road connection, however, while the conditions of approval (Attachment 2) and
staff’s presentation specifically refer to a connection to the “street approved as part of Preliminary Plan
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No. 1-81058”, the record of that subdivision does not indicate that it was. Instead, staff’s conclusion
continues to be that the requirement was placed on the plan by staff during the record plat process.
The following timeline summarizes staff’s complete finding of the history:
Granby Woods Timeline
30 MAR 1981 – SUBDIVISION REVIEW COMMITTEE MEETING
1-81058 – Granby Woods, 52 lots, R-200 zone
1-81061 – Granby Woods, Fraley Addition, 102 lots, RE-2C & R-200
Road discussion limited to full-width dedication of master plan road A-4 (road
along the Hendry property boundary)
17 MAR 1983 – Board Approval of 1-81058 for 53 lots
Only road condition was dedication for Muncaster Road. Staff made a brief
presentation stating the project size, location and proposed conditions; Board
had no questions; applicant chose not to speak; no other testimony and the
Board approved 5-0 without further discussion.
Signed Preliminary Plan Drawing did not include Outlot D.
17 MAR 1983 – Database indicates record plats were submitted for 1-81058 (do not have
copies)
19 APR 1984 – Board Approval of 1-81061 for 63 lots
Recommended road conditions included dedication along Bowie Mill Road. At the
Board hearing, staff orally added conditions denying access to Bowie Mill Road
and the condition,
“Eleanor Street to extend through Lot 40, Block C to Griffith property to line up
with street approved as part of Preliminary Plan 1-81058.”
Plan drawing indicates that the location of Lot 40, Block C roughly corresponds to
where Outlot D is located. Hearing tape indicated that staff pointed out the
location of the road and that it roughly followed the location of the master plan
road that had been deleted. Board approved 5-0 including the large lot for the
existing historic home, with the conditions recommended by staff.
15 AUG 1985 – Record Plat for Lots 29-42, Block B and Outlots B & D approved by the Board
Staff stated that all plats were in order; approved as a consent item, no Board
discussion (no hearing exhibit of the actual plat available).
13 MAR 1986 – Record Plat for Lots 29-42, Block B and Outlots B & D recorded in the Land
Records with the notation: “Outlot D (subject to recorded covenants)”
20 NOV 1986 – Board Approval of 1-81061R for 63 lots with revised conditions.
Recommended road conditions changed to: dedication along Bowie Mill Road;
limited access to Bowie Mill for one shared driveway; and the new condition,
“Griffith Farm Road and Fraley Street to line up with streets approved as part of
Preliminary Plan No. 1-81058.”
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Plan drawing indicates that Fraley Street is the now existing Little Spring Road
abutting Outlot D.
3 APR 1987 – Covenant for future dedication of right of way and construction of road recorded
in the County Land Records.
Estimated Road Costs
The Board also asked staff to provide an estimate of the cost for the subject road. We consulted with
MCDPS staff who review road permits and bonding and they gave us an estimate of approximately
$100,000; $40,000-50,000 for engineering and grading, and $50,000-60,000 for construction costs. In
their professional judgment, based on general knowledge of the site and without benefit of any
engineering plans, they believe this estimate to be reasonable.
Conclusion
For the reasons specified in the previous staff report (Attachment A), staff continues to recommend that
the Board approve a partial release and amendment to the existing road covenant which removes the
obligation from the affected property owners to pay for the road.
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Attachment 1

RECOMMENDATION
Approve a partial release from, and amendment to, an existing covenant for future right of way
dedication and road construction.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The affected property consists of two recorded residential lots, a part of a third that has been
resubdivided by deed, and a recorded outlot in the RE-1 zone (Lot 35, part of Lot 36, Lot 37 and Outlot
D, Block B). Together they comprise approximately 5.65 acres and are located at the terminus of Azalea
Drive southeast of Muncaster Road in the Upper Rock Creek Master Plan area (Figure 1). They were
created as part of the Granby Woods Preliminary Plan (Plan No. 119810580) which was approved by the
Planning Board in 1983 pursuant to the conditions specified in the Opinion dated March 22, 1983
(Attachment A).

Figure 1

All of the lots are developed with one-family residential dwellings and associated structures. They are
accessed from Azalea Drive by private driveways, one of which utilizes an easement through a second
outlot (Outlot B, Block B) and across Outlot D (Figure 2).
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Figure 2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Background
This item stems from discussion between staff and the affected lot owners that has been ongoing for
several years. It concerns the lot owners request to be released from a road construction covenant that
was imposed upon the subject lots as part of recording the plat that created them. This covenant arose
from changes in the lot configuration that were made as part of the county’s review of the record plat,
and from an agreement by the developer to provide for construction of a future road if it was needed.
As approved by the Planning Board in 1983, the preliminary plan created 53 lots on 110 acres of land.
The lots were to be served by extension of existing roads (Azalea Drive and Willow Oak Drive) that were
created by a subdivision plat recorded in 1960. On the approved preliminary plan the three subject lots
were shown as two radial and one pipestem lot at the end of the cul-de-sac for Azalea Drive (Figure 3).

Figure 3
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This approved configuration was subsequently changed by the record plat. Although staff could not find
any records from the preliminary plan file or the plat approval that reveal the basis for the change, it
was likely because the original review overlooked a master plan recommendation for the road as an
arterial connection from Bowie Mill Road to another arterial that ran along the property boundary
between the Hendry and Griffith farms. These two arterial roads were removed from the new master
plan that was adopted in 1985 when the plat was recorded, but staff had decided as part of a second
preliminary plan for property to the east of the subject plan that was also being reviewed that
accommodations still needed to be made for possible extension of a road. To provide the connection, a
road was created on the adjacent application (Granby Woods – Fraley Addition, Preliminary Plan No.
119810610) that extended to the lots involved in the current case (Figure 4). Also, the property owner
to the west of this subdivision provided a copy of a 1920 agreement recorded by the original property
owners in this area which references the establishment of an access right-of-way from his property
across adjoining land to what is now Bowie Mill Road. Since this agreement preceded the subdivisions,
plats could not have been recorded that were not consistent with the agreement.

Figure 4

Because the approved Grandy Woods subdivision did not accommodate this road, it appears that the
approval of the record plat was conditioned upon the developer modifying the configuration of the
approved lots and providing a new outlot that could be used to create a future road. In addition, a
covenant was required to be recorded to provide for future dedication of Outlot D for a right-of-way,
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and future construction of the road (Attachment B). Under the terms of that covenant, the road
construction must be paid for in equal shares by the owners of Lots 35, 36 and 37.
In 1989, a preliminary plan amendment was filed (Plan No. 11981058R) by the subsequent owner of Lot
36 and Outlot D requesting abandonment of the future road. The request was based on that applicant’s
argument that the road was not needed to facilitate a subdivision of the adjacent property. The
application was reviewed by the county’s interagency Development Review Committee and minutes
from that meeting indicate that they did not support the request because they believed environmental
constraints on the adjacent property would likely necessitate extension of the future road. The plan was
never brought to the Planning Board and the application expired. The current amendment has been
filed by owners of all the lots adjoining the future right-of-way who believe that they are being unfairly
burdened with the requirement to build the future road and have requested that the Planning Board
modify the existing covenant to relieve them of this responsibility.
ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The Applicants’ request for modification of the existing covenant is justified. Although there is a definite
possibility that a road will need to be created in the future to access the adjacent, undeveloped Hendry
property; the cost of the road should not be borne by the owners of the three lots in Granby Woods. If
the need for the road had been identified in a timely manner as part of the review for the Granby
Woods preliminary plan, construction would have been required as part of the overall development
with the cost being distributed across the 53 lots. That is how the existing portion of the road in the
adjacent Fraley’s Addition to Granby Woods was provided, and that is what is required by the
Subdivision Regulations which states in Section 50-24(a) that, “…roads, streets, alleys, sidewalks and
pedestrian ways, with appurtenant drainage, street trees, and other integral facilities, in each new
subdivision must be constructed by the subdivider or developer (emphasis added) as specified in the
road construction code…”
The requirement to build subdivision roads should be based upon what is needed to serve the lots being
created. There is no nexus to require contributions toward a future road from the two Granby Woods
lots (Lots 35 and 37) that will not get any vehicular access to it. Although the third lot (Lot 36, now part
of Lot 36) will ultimately be forced to have access from the future road, the cost of the road would be
too great for it alone to bear. However, it is owned in concert with Outlot D which is required to be
dedicated at no cost for use by any future subdivision. This burden constitutes a sufficient contribution
by the owners of Lot 36 toward the provision of any needed road. This is also in accordance with the
Subdivision Regulations which states in Section 50-25(c) that, “A tract proposed for subdivision into
parcels larger than normal building plots and intended for future subdivision rather than immediate
development shall be divided so as to allow for future opening of streets and such further logical
subdivision as can be foreseen.” This language does not require that roads for adjacent subdivisions be
built, but rather, that lots be created so that such connections are not prevented.
CORRESPONDENCE AND ISSUES
Notice was given for this limited amendment to adjacent property owners and neighborhood civic and
homeowners associations ten days prior to a previously scheduled hearing on September 20, 2012. That
hearing was postponed because a complaint was filed, and staff acknowledges, that notice of the filing
of the application had not been previously sent. The previous hearing was postponed to give sufficient
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time for interested parties to review the request. Re-notice for the new hearing was sent at least ten
days prior to the scheduled date. In response to the application, staff was contacted by Mr. William
Hendry, the owner of the adjacent property that would utilize a road built within Outlot D. He strongly
objects to releasing the owners of the subject lots from their obligation to pay for the future road
primarily because they all purchased their lots with knowledge of the requirement, and they had the
opportunity to negotiate the terms of their purchase to address it. While staff agrees, we continue to
recommend approval of the requested modification because placing the obligation to construct the road
on these three lots, rather than all the lots in the subdivision, was not appropriate.
Although the county Department of Transportation’s approval is not required for the Board to modify
the existing covenant, staff has had verbal discussions with staff there about this amendment. It is their
opinion that releasing lots 35 and 37 from their obligation to construct the road is justified because they
would not have vehicular access to it. They suggested that the Board may want to consider retaining an
obligation for lot 36 to make a future contribution equal what it would potentially cost to extend a
driveway from the current terminus of the stubbed road to their house because they will use the future
road for access. As previously stated, we believe the lot 36 owners’ obligation to dedicate land for the
road at no cost constitutes a sufficient contribution toward the provision of any needed road.
CONCLUSION
Subdivision of land is required to be preceded by the Planning Board’s approval of a preliminary plan
that delineates the lot and street layout. Per Section 50-37(b)(1) of the Subdivision Regulations, a
record plat must not be approved “unless it complies with the preliminary plan as approved by the
Board; except, that the board may allow for minor modifications in the plan which, in its opinion, do not
alter the intent of its previous approval.” The addition of a new road right-of-way was not a minor
modification of the approved plan, and it was inappropriate to include it on the record plat without an
amendment to the preliminary plan. Further, that amendment should have included a Board decision
about any obligations for construction of the future road. The Applicants’ request for relief from the
existing road covenant is justified because requiring them to pay for a future road is unreasonable given
that two of the lots in question will not benefit from its construction, and the cost for the third lot alone
is too great. As such, staff recommends that the Board approve a partial release and amendment to the
existing covenant which removes the obligation from the affected lot owners to pay for the road. Such
relief will require the cost of the road to be borne as part of subdividing the adjacent property, but it
does not take away the benefit to a future subdivider of getting the land for the road at no cost. The
Board’s legal staff has drafted a document which revises the existing covenant, and it is attached to this
report (Attachment C). With the Board’s approval this document would be executed and provided to
the affected property owners for recordation in the Montgomery County Land Records.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment A – Planning Board Opinion
Attachment B – Existing Road Covenant
Attachment C – Draft Partial Release and Amendment to the Road Covenant
Attachment D – Correspondence
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ATTACHMENT C

Tax ID Nos._____________________
_____________________
_____________________

PARTIAL RELEASE AND AMENDMENT OF COVENANT FOR FUTURE
DEDICATION OF RIGHT OF WAY AND CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD

THIS PARTIAL RELEASE AND AMENDMENT OF COVENANT FOR FUTURE
DEDICATION OF RIGHT OF WAY AND CONSTRUCTION OF ROAD ("Release") is made
this _____ day of __________, 20__, by the current owners of those real properties recorded as
Lots 35, 36, and 37, Block “B,” in the Granby Woods Subdivision recorded among the Land
Records of Montgomery County, Maryland at Plat 15862 in Plat Book 137 (“Covenantors”) and
the Montgomery County Planning Board of The Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission ("Planning Board").
WHEREAS, a Covenant for Future Dedication of Right-Of-Way and Construction of
Road, dated March 12, 1986, was recorded among the Land Records of Montgomery County,
Maryland on April 3, 1987, in Liber 7623 at Folio 861 ("Covenant"), which burdened certain real
property, more particularly described as Lots 35, 36, and 37, Block “B,” in the Granby Woods
Subdivision recorded among the Land Records of Montgomery County, Maryland at Plat 15862
in Plat Book 137 ("Property"). The Covenant is incorporated by reference and all capitalized
terms shall have the same meaning in this Release, unless otherwise indicated; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to the Covenant, when requested by either The Maryland-National
Capital Park and Planning Commission, the Planning Board, or Montgomery County, Maryland
(“County”), the Covenantors are required to:
1. Dedicate Outlot “D” (as shown on the Granby Woods Subdivision plat) with
necessary supporting easements, as public right-of-way to Montgomery County,
Maryland; and
2. Construct within Outlot “D” a secondary public street, at Covenantors’ expense, to
Montgomery County specifications.
WHEREAS, the Covenantors are willing to provide the dedication of Outlot “D,” if and
when requested by either the Board or the County, but have asked for relief from the obligation
to pay for construction of the road; and
WHEREAS, although the Granby Woods Subdivision plat indicates that Outlot “D” is
subject to the Covenant, the Board approved Preliminary Plan No. 1-81058 (maintained as
#119810580) with no conditions specific to the roadway reservation, dedication, or requirement
for construction; and

ATTACHMENT C

WHEREAS, the Covenants are binding upon and run with the land, specifically, the
Property, perpetually, unless and until released by The Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission, the Board, or the County, its successors or assigns; and
WHEREAS, on ____________________, the Board found that because approval of the
Preliminary Plan was not conditioned on the roadway reservation, dedication or construction, it
approved Convenators’ request.
WITNESSETH:
1. Covenantors, their successor in interest and assigns are hereby released from the
obligation to construct or finance construction of the public street over Outlot “D.”
2. All other terms and conditions of the Covenant remain valid, unchanged and in full force
and effect.
3. The Covenant as modified herein shall be binding upon and run with the land,
specifically including Outlot “D,” Lots 35, 36, and 37, Block “B,” in the Granby Woods
Subdivision, perpetually, unless and until released either in whole or in part by The
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission, the Planning Board, or the
County.
WITNESS, the following signatures and seals on the day and year first above written.

WITNESS:

THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND
PLANNING COMMISSION:

Patricia Coulihan Barney, Executive Director
State of Maryland
County of Prince George’s
On this______day of________, ____ before me, the undersigned individual, personally appeared
Patricia Coulihan Barney, who acknowledged to be the Executive Director, and that as such
being authorized to do so, executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein contained.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and official seal.
_____________________________________
Notary Public
My Commission Expires:__________________

ATTACHMENT C

AFTER RECORDING PLEASE RETURN TO:

Attachment D
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